
Mystery tour
TRIP NOTES

18 april- 27 april, 2021

THERE'S MORE TO LIFE.

build your

own adventur
e

tick another off your bucket list.



THE HADAGUTFUL DIFFERENCE
Remote Australian destinations are our idea of ‘getting away'. If you
share that same dream, let us make it happen. Our aim is to provide
as much freedom as you, our ‘fellow adventurers’, need to come back
feeling refreshed and rejuvenated... call it ‘Real Life Expedition
Therapy’.

Hadagutful Expeditions provide personally guided off-road Australian
adventures. With Hadagutful you will venture to extraordinary and
idyllic Australian locations. We specialise in 5-18 day Overland
Expeditions exclusively for just one, two or three guests. Hadagutful
provides all equipment, catering and planning to ensure that your
Expedition travels are truly extraordinary.

Hadagutful is different from other tour operators. Our Expedition
travel is a ‘hands-on’ experience. You will get involved with camp set-
up, building fires, and daily adventures. Choose to stay a little longer
and not be on the go all the time. The Expedition will feel like it’s your
‘own’, allowing you to have input into where you go and what we do.
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AFTER ALL, HAVEN'T YOU HADGUTFUL?
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ARE YOU KIDDING ME?  You mean I can nominate what I'd like to do and
you'll help me get there?

YEP that's right. Have the ultimate input into your very own Broome
Adventure. Design your own adventure up to 400km radius of Broome,
for a maximum of 3 people using our equipment and experience. 

Describe what you would like to do on your Bucket List trip and we'll
customise your expedition and pricing. 

Do your own research and do the things you want to do, not what
everyone 'says' you should do. That might be setting up camp on the
beach for the week, or travelling around and exploring some of
Western Australia’s amazing and untouched coastline. 

Want to experience catching fish and mud crabs using traditional
methods? Then we'll arrange it with the locals. Or maybe you've always
wanted to travel along the southern coastline towards Eighty Mile
Beach. Perhaps combine your beach adventure with an outback
station stay at Barn Hill Station for example. 

We provide all the equipment and supplies and you just
rock up.

That's a pretty cool concept and we believe an industry first.

Mystery BROOME
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how good is that for an offer!
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EXPEDITION SUMMARY



Mystery BROOME

If you’ve always wanted to have a Broome camping holiday
experience but don’t have the confidence, equipment or would just
rather someone else took care of it, then this is for you. We'll work
with you to create your dream Broome & Kimberley adventure. 

No camping experience is necessary, just a desire to experience life
under the stars and some luxury overland travel.

A medium level of fitness will be required together with a willingness to
jump in and lend a hand when necessary.

Suitable for one, two or three travellers. Couples and singles will also
enjoy.

FISHING       DESERT       COASTAL       OUTBACK        4WD       CAMPING        ADVENTURE       WILDLIFE       STAR GAZING        BEERSl l ll l l ll l

DATES  APR 18 - APR 27, 2021

OVERVIEWPOSSIBLE  HIGHLIGHTS

PRICING

APRIL 18, 2021

per person

per person

Adventure with  3  other travellers

Adventure with  2  other travellers

Private adventure, Exclusive for 1 traveller

$ TBC

$ TBC

$ TBC

LENGTH  10 Days 7/10

DESTINATION     Returns to Broome, Western Australia

Broome, W.A.

ADVENTURE RATING 

FROMDEPARTURE

TRIP NOTES

TIME  9am

•   A Full Day Fishing Charter chasing all
     manner of species

•   Catch Mud Crabs like the Traditional
     Owners.

•   Feast on oysters off the rocks 

•   Visit a Pearl Farm and indulge in a long
     lunch of seafood and wine

•   Do a charter flight over this spectacular
     region

•   Stay on a remote outback station
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Exclusive Expedition for one, two or three people with an adaptable itinerary
to suit weather, road conditions and personal interests.

All meals including breakfast, lunch and dinners

9 nights of upmarket camp accommodation

All sleeping equipment is supplied

Once we know what your preferences are all inclusions will be listed into our quoted

price.

Guided by a passionate and well organised Expedition leader with First Aid accreditation

Emergency Location Beacon and Satellite Phone 

Emergency First Aid Kits 

Recovery equipment including Winch’s and Mats

Recovery and Bush Mechanic Repair capability

•     Flights and any Accommodation either side of pickup / drop off dates.  

•     Travel Insurance [mandatory]

•     A willingness to sleep in a swag – subject to passenger configurations

•     A willingness to have a ‘hands on’ experience

•     Assist with vehicle recoveries when required (or other people's)

Vehicle fully equipped with compliant Safety Equipment including:
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Mystery BROOME INS, OUTS & EXPECTATIONS

WHAT'S INCLUDED

WHAT'S EXPECTED

WHAT'S  NOT

INCLUDED



TRAVEL DATES

START DESTINATION

Broome

26 Apr

27 Apr

9

10

DATEDAY

Broome18 Apr

19 Apr

20 Apr

21 Apr

1

2

3

4

22 Apr

23 Apr

24 Apr

25 Apr

5

6

7

8

KM

MYSTERY BROOME - 2021
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TOTAL KM allow approximately   1000
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MAPS
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MYSTERY BROOME - 2021
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Expedition travel the Hadagutful way differs from most and this one is no different. 

Whilst most of our expeditions are thoroughly planned, this Mystery Tour is completely
unique. YOU get the chance to tell us where you want to go. 

We think 1000km is about the limit that you want to be travelling over 10 days, or even
less. That way your feet are on the ground and not constantly in the truck.  

We don't want to list too many ideas as that would defeat the purpose of you doing
your own research.  We're certainly happy to assist with some suggestions and advise
point to point travel times etc. 

If you just want to spend days camped on the beach then what a great way to reboot
your batteries. Walks along the beach, sunsets and campfires. 

Alternatively, you may want to head up to Cape Leveque and experience the Dampier
Peninsula.

So if this time slot suits your calendar then why not have some fun with it. As with all
of our expeditions, you make your own arrangements getting in and out of Broome.

We recommend that you leave a few days either side of our dates so that you can
enjoy some of the other activities that this region offers e.g. Horizontal Waterfalls,
camel rides at sunset on Cable Beach

the TRIP you've always dreamt of  
MYSTERY BROOME

17.96° S, 122.23° E 



There’s only ONE Mystery Trip planned in Broome with
Hadagutful in 2021. This is your Expedition. We just facilitate
the trip to help you create everlasting memories. 

This trip will take you away from the daily grind, and reward you
with an experience of a lifetime.    

If you are interested in booking, please complete the request
form on our website. 

I’m available to talk anytime. During our chat, I'll happily share
more details about Hadagutful and the trip and you can decide if
this adventure is the right fit for you. 

C'mon… do something you've always wanted to do !

i a n  f e r g u s o n

+6I 4I7 382 II6

ian.hadagutful@gmail.com
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Get on board


